• (with remainder) for a single variable; expansion of functions in
power series; indeterminate forms; partial differentiation; maxi-
ma and minima of a function of a single variable; curvature;
asymptotes; envelopes; curve tracing.
General methods of integration; standard forms; reduction
formulae; rectification of plane curves; quadrature; surf aces and
volumes of solids of revolution; approximate evaluation of defi-
nite integrals (Simpson's rule); elementary notions of double
and triple integrals and their use; centre of gravity and moment
of inertia.
Differential Equations.—Formation of a differential equa-
tion, ordinary and partial; equation of the first order (standard
forms); linear equations of any order with constant coefficients;
homogeneous linear equations; simple trajectories.
Statics.—Composition and resolution of forces; parallel
forces, general conditions of equilibrium of a body under eopla-
nar forces, centre of gravity and stability; work; virtual work;
friction; simple machines.
Graphical Statics.—Funicular polygon; link and force poly-
gon; shearing force and bending moment; stresses in a frame-
work.
Dynamics.—Uniform and accelerated motion; laws of mo-
tion ; impulse and impulsive forces; kinetic energy and potential
energy; conservation of energy and momentum; projectiles;
collision of elastic bodies; hodograph; tangential and normal
acceleration; radial and transversal acceleration; elementary
treatment of central orbits; simple harmonic motion; motion on
a smoth curve; simple pendulum; units and dimensions.
Hydrostatics.—Fluid pressure at a point; centre oi' pressujfG;
resultant pressure in a given direction; equilibrium of floating
bodies, stability and metacentre; specific gravity; Boyle's and
Charles' laws about gases; mixture of gases; barometer, homo-
geneous atmosphere; simple application of hydrostatics to ma-
chines such as diving bell, water pump, air pump, syphon, and
hydraulic press,
Astronomy.—Apparent motion of the heavens, principal con-
stellations and the most conspicuous stars; celestial sphere;
horizon; zenith; poles; meridian equinoxial points, solstices;
celestial co-ordinates; astronomical instruments; viz., telescope ;
astronomical clock, transit theodolite, sextant, chronometer; alt-
azimuth; magnitude of the earth; apparent annual motion of
the sun; constellations of the zodiac; the ecliptis and its obli-
quity; seasons; sideral time; solar time: equation of time, con-
version of time,

